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Tidal power technologies

Edite from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkTRcTyDSyk

Tidal range power
(barrages, dams)

Tidal stream power
(hydrokinetic turbines)



What do we know about tidal 
energy in Colombia?

2008

2016

2021

2023 

All related to tidal stream energy in the Colombian Pacific



Tidal range power in the Colombian 
Pacific?

Aguadulce estuary



What did we do?

start
1. Identify highest Sizigy, lowest Quadrature and Stoa.
2. Calibrate and validate of 3D hydrodynamic model (Delft3D).
3. Provide generated water levels, flows and velocity currents by 

Delft3D to CFD model (Autodesk).
4. Set-up CFD model.
5. Validate of CFD results of flow and velocities across the chambers 

against theoretical equation of hydraulic drowned gate discharges.
6. Calculate available power and annual energy production using 

current velocity of the flow at the chambers.
7. Compare the calculated power against now operating plants.
end



What did we do? Delft3d set-up 

We use the calibrated-validated Delft3d
model in Rueda-Bayona et al, 2023 and Set
monitoring points and cross sections.



What did we do?

Quadrature Sicigy

Deflt3D results at across the tidal barrages



What did we do?
We took the flow and velocities measured at the cross sections of
Delft3D to provide the initial conditions of the Autodesk CFD model.

Cases

Flow at north 

cross section 

(m3/s)

Flow at south 

cross section 

(m3/s)

Velocity at 

north cross 

section (m/s)

Flow at south 

cross section 

(m/s)

Quadrature
Flood tide 530 650 0.14 0.48

Ebb tide 565 720 0.15 0.16

Syzygy
Flood tide 768 936 0.16 0.54

Ebb tide 797 1015 0.44 0.18

Stoa 85 107 0.04 0.02

Geometry of the CFD model 

CFD modelling cases Date and time

Highest Sizigy 29-Apr-2021 00:00h

Lowest Quadrature 22-Dec-2021 14:00h

Stoa 22-Dec-2021 17:00h



What did we do? CFD results at across the tidal barrages



What did we do?

y1
y2

DH=y1-y2

(gate area)

CFD velocities

theoretical velocity at gate 

area close to CFD results

129,06

5,160



What did we do?

theoretical flow at gate area 

close to CFD results



What did we do?

Gate
Mean power of 1 

turbine (MW)
Mean power by 24 

tubines (MW)

Lowest 
Quadrature

Spring tide 5.0 119.2

Ebb tide 3.7 89.0

Stoa 0.8 19.7

Highest 
Sizygy

Spring tide 7.7 185.9

Ebb tide 10.0 240.0

Mean 5.44 130.7



Conclusions

1. Theoretically, at the estuary of Aguadulce in Buenaventura Bay, exist the potential to produce 130.8 MWh
with 24 bulb turbines.

2. The found power potential might increase with hydraulic optimization of chambers, gates and the capacity
factor of bulb turbines (e.g Andritz turbines).

3. There exist others estuary pending for evaluation which could increase the tidal range power potential in
Buenaventura Bay.

4. The Buenaventura tidal range plant could be the 3rd worldwide in energy production.
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